
The River Learning Academy
Code of Conduct-Parent & Students

To be completed by the parents

★ All students and parents will conduct themselves in a manner that re�ects positively on Christ,
on homeschooling, and on our families at all times.

★ No profanity, vulgar or insulting language.
★ No hitting, slapping, pushing, biting, scratching, etc. will be tolerated.
★ Clothing should be modest, adequately covering all private body parts including the midri�

and no form-�tting clothing, visible undergarments or spaghetti strap tops will be allowed.
Shorts and skirts should be an appropriate length and should  not be shorter than the �ngertips
of the children when the arms are at rest (Finger-tip rule.)

★ Clothing and other items (jewelry, backpacks, etc.) will not include emblems or writing that are
directly or implicitly lewd, o�ensive, vulgar, obscene or promote ideas and/or groups that
violate RLA’s statement of faith.

★ Children are expected to be in their appropriate class during co-op time.
★ Children under 7 are not permitted anywhere on the property without the accompaniment of

an adult or siblings over the age of 12.  Children 7 and over must have permission from their
teacher to be outside of class and remain in appropriate areas at all times.

★ For the child's safety, please do not run and/or chase in the building.
★ Climbing trees on the property will not be allowed, for the child's safety and insurance reasons.
★ Children who behave inappropriately during a class or group activity while away from their

parents will be lovingly corrected by the adult in charge.  If the behavior continues they will be
asked to step out of the class.  Their parent(s) will be sought immediately to correct the child.
If the behavior continues the child will need to remain with their parent(s).

★ Parent(s) shall be responsible for the conduct of their children at all times, unless arrangements
have been made with RLA administrators.  Furthermore, all adults will be expected to be
watchful of all children and be proactive to help in correcting children as needed.

★ The building owners are in no way liable for the protection and safety of your children while
they are attending the RLA.  You are attending the RLA in the facility at your own risk.  Be
responsible and accountable for your children and respectful of all children at the RLA
activities you attend.

Father/Guardian Signature:____________________________________  Date:_______________

Mother/Guardian Signature:___________________________________  Date:_______________


